AVRover and Streamable Learning Announce Partnership to Offer Live Streaming Educational Content Through Mobile AV Carts

Buffalo, New York (May 1, 2018) -

AVRover and Streamable Learning are excited to announce a partnership to provide live and interactive educational programming through AVRover’s line of integrated mobile AV Carts.

“Mobile educational technology solutions are so popular because they enhance flexible classroom arrangements and current trends in classroom furniture. Bringing technology to students as a shareable, adaptable resource shapes what we do here at AVRover, and our new partnership with Streamable Learning extends the reach of AVRover solutions well beyond the classroom through new immersive streaming and on demand educational experiences” says Doug Smith, president of AVRover.

“As we expand our community of schools and districts, we find that certain educational locations require flexible, mobile and cost-effective technical approaches to video and audio capture that AVRover’s product lines solves for so well. So this partnership is about something very important: helping expand access to our talented group of content partners,” said Doug Ashton, President of Streamable Learning.

About AVRover
AVRover (www.avrover.com) creates the highest quality, easiest to use, and most secure mobile presentation systems in the education market. AVRover’s include standard projection carts, stereo 3D STEM solutions, broadcast systems and custom carts, all built in Buffalo, NY with the latest in educational technology.

About Streamable Learning
Streamable Learning (www.streamablelearning.com) is the leading provider of live educational program to the K-12 market and is also a founding partner of Live Learning Canada (www.livelearning.ca).
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